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Summary
The Cayman Islands Government’s Department of the Environment is working with
Liverpool and Exeter Universities in a study of the seabirds on the Cayman Islands,
concentrating on the magnificent frigate birds and the brown and red-footed boobies. This
survey of the white-tailed tropic birds, primarily on Cayman Brac contributes towards the
overall picture of the seabird population on the island, and provides data for the designation
and protection of key nesting sites. The month long survey was carried out in March and
April 2017 as a sabbatical project from The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.
The white-tailed tropic bird has a large global population and is categorised as Least Concern
by Birdlife International because the suspected decline in population is not thought to be
sufficiently rapid. However the decline of the Caribbean regional population and that on the
Caymans is a cause of concern to the Department of the Environment and others. Within
living memory tropic birds were clearly more abundant and had a wider nesting distribution
than they have today on both Grand Cayman and Cayman Brac. The great majority of the
Cayman Islands white-tailed tropic birds nest on Cayman Brac, there are now only a handful
nesting on the low coastal cliffs of Grand Cayman and none nest on cliff-less Little Cayman.
The aim of the survey was to record the size and distribution of the breeding population of
white-tailed tropic birds on Cayman Brac, finding and describing nest sites in the process.
Tropic birds on the Caymans appear to have an extended nesting season between February
and July, and this survey in late March to early April coincided with the early period when
adults were courting, prospecting for nest sites and probably incubating. A maximum count of
184 birds was recorded as they frequented the nesting cliffs. Nest searches found 37
Apparently Occupied Nests, 9 Probable and 20 Possible Nests on Cayman Brac. The
distribution on the north side of Cayman Brac was restricted to the eastern end, and though
those on the south side were concentrated towards the east, nest sites were found along most
of the coast. At the eastern tip of the island where the Brac drops sheer into the sea, nesting
sites could not be seen.

Method
Fieldwork on Brac was mostly carried out between 06.00 and 11.00 hrs, from the 17th March
to the 5th April, Table 1. The tropic birds did not appear off shore until after dawn and not in
any numbers until after 06.00, and were gone by midday, observations later in the day failed
to record any tropic birds.
A count of adult birds using the island was attempted to provide an indication of population
size. The methodology was similar to that described in Seabird Breeding Atlas of the Lesser
Antilles: Population estimates were based on the maximum number of adult plumaged
individuals counted flying within the vicinity of breeding habitat. When possible, observations
were made during times of peak daily activity (08:30 to 10:00). I found small groups of birds
frequented certain sections of cliffs, and could be observed offshore and coming inland. The
maximum number of birds offshore was recorded in 20 minute intervals in the vicinity of
nesting cliffs. The wide distribution of birds meant that a simultaneous count of the whole
island was not practical, and instead the island was divided into three: the north coast, south
coast and the eastern bluff (Lighthouse). These areas were counted on consecutive days, two
complete surveys were carried out, 20-22nd March and 29-31st March, see Tables 1 and 2.
An attempt was made to locate and describe as many nest sites as possible. This involved
watching birds as they came inshore and made passes at likely looking cliffs before entering
holes. Nest sites were divided into three categories: Apparently Occupied Nests, where birds
were seen to enter holes, Probable Nest Sites where birds were seen to cling on to the cliff at
likely looking locations or where the birds were missed as they actually entered the hole, and
Possible Nest Sites were where birds made repeated passes at suitable looking cliffs but did
not land. Nesting cliffs and sites were recorded on GPS, photographed and the number of
birds and their behaviour recorded.
On Grand Cayman the Department of Environment provided a boat on the 7th April to view
the most likely cliffs in the Pedro Point - Savannah area.
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Offshore Count Results
The off-shore counts recorded a total of 140 adult birds in the first survey and 184 in the
second. The increase in the number of birds recorded may be due to a genuine increase in
birds as the breeding season progressed but there is also the possibility that the surveyors
experience and technique improved with time. It is not possible to use these figures as a
measure of the population size; there were clearly many birds out of sight in their nesting
holes, while some of those counted may not be breeding. It does however provide a figure that
can be used as an indicator of future changes in the population size.
A method of data analysis discussed but not used in the Seabird Breeding Atlas of the Lesser
Antilles to obtain the actual population of birds was to multiply by 3 or 6 (depending on the
season) the number of flying individuals. With the limited data available from this study a
similar analysis would give a population of approximately 500 individuals (140 + 184 /2 =
162 x 3 = 486).
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Nest Location
This survey found 37 Apparently Occupied Nests, 9 Probable nest Sites and 20 Possible Nest
Sites on Cayman Brac, Table 3. Thirty nest sites were found on the north side with the
greatest concentration on the island being 25 sites in a 3km stretch of high cliffs behind the
villages of Creek, North East and Spot Bay, see Figure 1. On the north coast the furthest west
birds were found was approximately 500m west of the Ann Tatum Rd, where an outlying
group of five birds were observed.
On the south coast 36 tropic bird nest sites were recorded over a 13km stretch though these
were concentrated on the higher cliffs towards the east. Where the Brac drops straight into the
sea at the eastern Bluff there was no opportunity to find nests, plans to survey from the sea
were initially prevented by the heavy swell and later by the unavailability of a boat. This was
unfortunate as to judge from the number of birds offshore there could have been numerous
birds nesting on the bluff.
On Grand Cayman fieldwork was restricted to a single short boat trip on the 7th April to view
the most likely cliffs in the Pedro Point - Savannah area. This was remarkably successful,
despite only five tropic birds being seen offshore, birds were seen leaving two nest sites and
entering a third.
Nest Sites
Cayman Brac is 19.4 km long and dominated by a limestone bluff that rises steadily from sea
level at the western tip to a stunning 45m sea cliff at the eastern end, known as The Bluff.
Apart from at The Bluff itself the cliff has a broad shelf at its base that stretches between 100
and 400m to the sea. This shelf is where most of the islands settlements are found, there are
numerous houses and gardens, and it is criss-crossed by roads and telegraph poles. Most of
the former fields are abandoned and becoming increasingly wooded.
The white-tailed tropic birds on Cayman Brac nest in holes on the limestone cliffs. Much of
the cliff is sheer with a great range of size and types of hole, many of which appeared to be
usable, their suitability probably depending on the space or ledges available within. Some
nests had small entrance holes that the adult birds struggled to squeeze in, others were larger
and occasionally it was possible to see the sitting bird in a small cave with a relatively open
front. Another common type of nest hole was a crack in a more friable, lightly vegetated cliff
face, often very near the top of the cliff.
Some of the nests were sited high on cliffs, 30+m but they could be as low as 10m above
adjacent ground levels. A common feature of all sites was that the cliffs used for nesting were
relatively clear of tree cover, and it follows that the higher cliffs were more likely to be clear
of trees growing beneath. This in large part explains the distribution of the nest sites,
predominately on the higher cliffs to the east. Formerly tropic birds were known to use holes
in the large boulders lying at the base of the cliff, most of which are now hidden by trees.
The three nest sites found on Grand Cayman were unlike any found on Cayman Brac because
they were on low cliffs 3-8m high, dropping directly into the sea. Similar sites were probably
used on The Bluff of Cayman Brac but this would have required observing from a boat to
confirm. The AON nest at Savanna Grand was particularly interesting because the bird was
seen entering a 1m diameter hole that was clearly in the splash zone and the bird remained in
there while the hole appeared to be entirely swamped by a large wave that covered much of
the 3m high cliff. The hole must have been sufficiently deep for there to be dry nesting ledges
within it.
The photographic record of the nest sites is attached in Appendix One.

Table 3. Nest Site Spreadsheet Summary
Nest Locations of White-tailed Tropic Birds on Cayman Brac and Grand Cayman, 2017.
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GPS co-ordinates
Location
North Coast: Creek to Long Beach
N: 19.75370 W:79.73093 *
Long Beach
"
Long Beach
N:19.75411 W:79.73428
Long Beach
N:19.75468 W:79.73595
Long Beach
N:19.75370 W:79.73922
Spot Bay, Dixon Lane
N:19.75349 W:79.73980
Spot Bay, Dixon Lane
N:19.75346 W:79.74286
Spot Bay, Bryans Rd
"
Spot Bay, Bryans Rd
"
Spot Bay, Bryans Rd
N:19.75357 W:79.74385
Spot Bay, Walton Rd, Margerita's garden
N:19.75338 W:79.74452 *
Spot Bay, between Sylvina & Walton Rds
N:19.75355 W:79.74708
Spot Bay, Sunny Drive
N:19.75290 W:79.75011
Spot Bay, opp school
"
Spot Bay, opp school
N:19.75326 W:79.74815 *
Spot Bay, Neptune Drive
"
Spot Bay, Neptune Drive
N:19.75293 W:79.75354
North East Bay, Bluff View Gardens
N:19.75257 W:79.75349
North East Bay, Bluff View Gardens
"
"
"
"
N:19.75206 W:79.75504
North East Bay, Lazarri's House
N:19.75206 W:79.75504
North East Bay, Lazarri's House
N:19.75171 W:79. 75578
North East Bay, Magnolia Drive
"
North East Bay, Magnolia Drive
N:19.75041 W:79.75788
North East Bay, Heritage Centre
N:19.74895 W:79.75980
North East Bay, "Green Lane"
"
North East Bay, "Green Lane"
N:19.74577 W:19.76184
Creek "Cove", behind house #480
N:19.74588 W:79.76183
Creek "Cove", behind house #480
N:19.73900 W:79.77187
c500m west of Ann Tatum Rd
South Coast
N:19.73915 W:79.73175
as far east as poss, at top of scree slope
"
"
N:19.73592 W:79.73537
Great Cave
N:19.73624 W:79.73644
Great Cave
N:19.73125 W:79.74235
Martin Bank
"
Martin Bank
"
Martin Bank
N:19.73019 W:79.74342
N:19.72988 W:79.74409
pool hulks site
N:19.72938 W:79.74432
N:19.72809 W:79.74580
nr pool hulks
"
"
N:19.72718 W:79.74744
"
N:19.72407 W:79.75114
adj "southern reach"
N:19.72171 W:79.75626
N:19.72173 W:79.75705
N:19.72141 W:79.75797
east of gargoyle
N:19.72083 W:79.75998
Gargoyle Cliff
N:19.72061 W:79.76142
Gargoyle Cliff
N:19.72004 W:79.76266
N:19.71974 W:79.76611
**
N:19.71848 W:79.77013
N:19.71657 W:79.78038
#595, nr wind turbine
N:19.71560 W:79.78460
"Bricker Brac" #1450
N:19.71485 W:79.78603
N:19.70967 W:79.80475
N:19.70580 W:79.81508
Sea Feather Bay
N:19.70493 W:79.81639
N:19.70228 W:79.82153
c200m east of Foots' tower
N:19.69754 W:79.83398
N:19.69699 W:79.83626
N:19.69649 W:79.83759
Bat Cave

Category

Photo nos. used in Appendix A

AON
AON
AON
AON
Possible
AON
Possible
Probable
AON
Probable
AON
AON
AON
AON
AON
AON
AON
AON
AON
Possible
AON
AON
AON
Possible
AON
AON
AON
AON
Possible
Possible

P1000277
P1000277
P1020075, 077
P1000940, 941
P1010921
P1010922, 923
P1010936, 940
P1010934, 938
P1000359, 362
P1010964
P1010786, 788
P1010693, 695
P1000935
P1000918, 923
P1000441, 442
P1000454, 460
P1000755, 759
P1010675, 687
P1010686, 689
P1010665, 676
P1010463, 472
P1010639, 640, 641
P1010443, 445, 447
no pic
no pic
1000866, 868
1000885, 886
P1010651, 652, 653
P1010654, P1000910
P1010754, 755, 758

Probable
Probable
AON
AON
AON
Probable
AON
Probable
Probable
AON
AON
Possible
AON
Probable
Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible
Probable
AON
possible
AON
AON
Possible
Possible
AON
Possible
AON
Possible
Possible
Possible
AON
Possible

P1010161, 209
P1010165, 195
P1010584, 587
P1010122, 124
DSCN2563, P1010106
P1000563 P1010109, 112
P1010112 , 106
P1010554, 560
P1010563, 571, 572, 573
P1010575, 576, 578
P1010085, 086, 087
P1010093
P1010231, 232, 233
P1010230, 234
P1010104
P1010546, 547, 548
P1010551, 552
P1010103
DSCN2526, 2517, 2496. P1000530, 533, 542
P1010081, 082, 083
no pic
P1010543, 544
P1010541, 542
P1010094
P1010102
P1010100, 101
P1010053, 054, 055
P1010015, 020
P1010974, 975
no pic
P1010052
1010601, 602
P101001, 002

64
65
66

N:19.69629 W:79:83968
N:19.69449 W:79.84482
N:19.69523 W:79.84669 *
Grand Cayman
N:19.26253 W:81.28748
N:19.26243 W:81.28590
N:19.26834 W:81.30495
N:19.26863 W:81.30458

67
68
69
70

Key







4 poles west of Bat Cave
East of rubbish tip
East of rubbish tip

Possible
AON
AON

no pic
P1010095
P1010026, 028

Pedro Point
Pedro Point
Savannah Grand
Savannah Grand

AON
AON
Possible
AON

P1020269
P1020273
no pic
P1020300, 302

Number: nest sites ordered from east to west along north coast followed by east to west along
south coast.
GPS co-ordinates: taken from as near to nesting cliffs as possible (sometimes this was on
adjacent road) the actual nest location would be the nearest cliff to the gps co-ordinates. Four
co-ordinates (*) are from Google Earth.
Location: local or newly created name to describe location
Category: Apparently Occupied Nest (AON) = bird seen entering hole (or sometimes a cliff),
Probable = bird landing at likely looking hole, Possible = birds near to and apparently
interested in likely looking cliffs
Photos: numbers of photos used in photographic record, photos on file with others at Dept of
Environment

Figure I. Distribution of white-tailed tropic bird nests on Cayman Brac. Key: AON = star, Probable = pentagon, Possible = small round dot

Discussion on the decline in numbers of white-tailed tropic birds
There is abundant circumstantial evidence for a large decline in the population of nesting
white-tailed tropic birds on Cayman Brac. Several long standing island residents described the
former abundance and relatively small numbers now present. Tennyson Scott a native of Spot
Bay eloquently described the large numbers that used to be found at the village 50 years ago.
Until relatively recently birds could also be found nesting much further west along the north
coast than they are today. Chris Randall described birds nesting on low cliffs either side of the
main island cross road at Bamboo Bay, 3km further west than any bird recorded during this
survey. They were lost when the road was widened approximately ten years ago. Similarly
Edna Platt describes birds arriving at the start of the nesting season over the school, another
1km further west. There has clearly been a major reduction in range as well as numbers, and
this section discusses potential causes of this. Has life for the tropic birds always been
precarious and finely balanced, and has something tipped the balance against the tropic birds?
Below are some observations of potential issues.
Tree Cover
The growth of tall trees at the base of cliffs may well be making some cliff sites unsuitable by
preventing access to flying birds. Survey work took me to many locations where the flatland
at the base of the cliff appears to have been former fields divided by low stone walls and
presumably was once much more open. Many of these fields are developing into scrub and
some of the tallest trees are found at the base of the cliff. This state may be closer to the
natural habitat and the much larger former numbers of tropic birds described by locals may
well be in part due to the result of the man-made de-forestation. It appears clear that today the
tropic birds are nesting in areas where the cliffs are clear of trees, and that they are found
mostly on the tallest cliffs that are least affected by tree growth. Local people described tropic
birds nesting in holes in large boulders at the foot of the cliff, most of these boulders are now
shrouded by trees. The loss of nesting birds over large areas of Cayman Brac may in part be
due to a change or decline in agricultural practices that has increased the tree cover at the foot
of the cliff. This could be tested experimentally by the clearance of trees from former nesting
areas to see if they are re-occupied.
Overhead Wires
Residents described seeing birds flying into and being injured by overhead wires. The
increase in overhead wires is probably a relatively recent phenomena that has coincided with
the period of tropic bird decline. The scenic south coast of the island which appears to have
no old settlements is particularly affected by new housing development and associated
infrastructure such as overhead lines. It may be possible to identify the wires that pose the
greatest risk and have them buried, doing this along the whole south coast would certainly
enhance the landscape and may save some tropic birds.
Climbing
Local people have a long history of climbing the cliffs; sometimes farmers accessing their
land and livestock at the top but also young men taking the eggs of the tropic birds. Recently
recreational rock climbing has become popular amongst visitors and new settlers. Some of the
best climbing cliffs are also those favoured by tropic birds and disturbance by climbers during
the nesting season could become a significant detrimental factor if allowed to continue unchecked. Communication between conservationists and climbers has already started. It would
be valuable to know what the impact of climbing is, and as a precautionary action identify the
most important cliffs for tropic birds and prevent climbing during the nesting season.

Predation
Introduced iguanas are vegetarian and were not thought to take tropic bird eggs or chicks.
However they are expert climbers coping with even the sheerest cliffs and it is possible that
the juveniles will take eggs. Disturbance by the iguanas of nesting holes may also be a factor.
Efforts are continuing by the Dept of Environment to eradicate these iguanas which also
threaten the native iguana.
Peregrine falcons were seen regularly and were clearly abundant on the island during the
survey. They were seen to chase tropic birds back out to sea and the presence of peregrines
may be enough to deter birds from coming inland. The peregrine is known locally as the
Chicken Hawk and it may be that the large number of peregrines is sustained by the huge
numbers of feral chickens. It is unlikely that feral chickens could be eliminated, and the next
hurricane would undoubtedly release more into the countryside, however reducing their
numbers would have beneficial impact on the islands ecology and may indirectly benefit
tropic birds.
Many juvenile birds appear to struggle overland to get to the sea during which they are very
vulnerable to predation by cats and dogs. Bonnie Scott-Edwards has attempted to rear several
juvenile tropic birds that have been found on land. The journey from inland cliff to the sea is
full of hazards and the extent of losses unknown but probably worth studying.

Juvenile white-tailed tropic bird in the care of Bonnie Scott-Edwards

Other considerations
There may be a number of more widespread factors that are affecting the population of tropic
birds on the Caymans and in the Caribbean generally: 1/ the sheer amount of plastic washed
up on the coast of the islands indicates that the open sea where the birds are feeding is likely
to have huge quantities of plastic that may be mistaken for food, 2/ climate change may be
changing the abundance and distribution of their prey, 3/ recent hurricanes may have taken
their toll on birds feeding out to sea, 4/ has human activity tipped the balance between tropic
bird and the parasitic frigate bird more in favour of the frigate bird?

Kleptoparasitism by Magnificent Frigate Birds

No incidents of kleptoparasitism by magnificent frigate birds on tropic birds were witnessed,
probably because the tropic birds were feeding far out to sea and they were not bringing in
food for young at this stage of the breeding season.
Two incidents of kleptoparasitism by frigate birds on brown and red-footed boobies were seen.
Numerous brown boobies were seen passing offshore, however feeding by boobies was rarely
witnessed and on two of these occasions the small flocks of 12-15 boobies were accompanied
by as many frigate birds.
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Appendix 1: A photographic record of white-tailed tropic birds nest holes and cliffs
on Cayman Brac and Grand Cayman, 2017.
The numbers 1-70 correlate with those on Table 3. All photographs are by C. Kitchin
except those of 35 and 49 a-c which are by Peter Davey.

North Coast, sites arranged from East to West (Long Beach to Creek)
1 & 2. N: 19.75370 W:79.73093

East end of Long Beach

Two apparently occupied nests (AON) where birds went to and stayed on dark cliff
in centre of circle. This was beyond access by foot.

3

N:19.75411 W:79.73428

Long Beach

AON. Open front hole on sheer cliff, 40'. 5th Apr, bird seen to leave nest, fly around
for 5 minutes and return.

4.

N:19.75468 W:79.73595

Long Beach

AON. Bird seen to fly in off sea and enter hole (probably the circled one) on this
section of cliff.

5

N:19.75370 W:79.73922

Spot Bay, Dixon Rd

Possible. 5 birds present, making passes at sheer cliff with numerous suitable
looking holes.

6

N:19.75349 W:79.73980

Spot Bay, Dixon Rd

AON. Bird seen to fly into nest and not re-emerge

7

N:19.75346 W:79.74286

Spot Bay, Bryans Rd

Possible. Bird repeatedly visiting vegetated slope, nesting hole not identified

8

N:19.75346 W:79.74286

Spot Bay, Bryans Rd

Probable. Sheer face with numerous suitable looking holes, bird visited several
including circled one below.

9

N:19.75346 W:79.74286

Spot Bay, Bryans Rd

AON. Nest with tail feathers of possible dead bird sticking out.

10

N:19.75357 W:79.74385

Spot Bay, Walton Rd, Margherita's garden

Probable. CK observed birds here but nest hole not seen. However bird seen
regularly at nest site on sloping vegetated cliff by the lady of the house, Margherita.

11

N:19.75349 W:79.74506

Spot Bay, between Sylvina & Walton Rds

AON. Nest at very top of crag c120'.

12

N:19.75355 W:79.74708

Spot Bay, Sunny Drive

AON. Sheer cliff, nest in large open hole, noisy bird in occupation, 4 birds present.

13

N:19.75290 W:79.75011

Spot Bay, opposite school

AON. Two birds fighting at entrance. Bert Dixon and his wife live on road frontage.

14

N:19.75290 W:79.75011

Spot Bay, opp school

AON. Bird enters tight hole, leaves 2 min later but still bird can be seen sitting

13

14

15

N:19.75326 W:79.74815
AON.

Spot Bay, Neptune Rd

16

N:19.75326 W:79.74815

Spot Bay, Neptune Rd

AON. Sheer cliff, open front hole, sitting bird can be seen on the nest.

16
1

15
0

17

N:19.75293 W:79.75354

North East Bay, Bluff View Gardens

AON. Nest concealed in crack hidden behind vegetation, bird appeared to struggle
to leave nest

18

N:19.75257 W:79.75349

North East Bay, Bluff View Gardens

AON. Nest beneath Agave in vegetated slope near top of cliff.

19

N:19.75257 W:79.75349

North East Bay, Bluff View Gardens

AON. Concealed hole in vegetated slope near top of cliff. Birds fighting for 40+ mins
as one appeared to try to pull out resident bird.

19
18
17

20

N:19.75257 W:79.75349

North East Bay, Bluff View Gardens

Possible. Nest holes in sheer cliff, bird investigating many.

21

N:19.75206 W:79.75504

North East Bay, Lazarri's House

AON. Squabble between occupying and intruding bird

22

N:19.75206 W:79.75504

North East Bay, Lazarri's House

AON. Bird left nest and flew around for one minute before returning.

23 & 24 N:19.75171 W:79. 75578

North East Bay, Magnolia Drive

AON. 23 is c100m east of Magnolia Drive, 3 birds present, 2 went into nest hole, just
about visible in photos, 100' up in well vegetated cliff,c15' from top. 24 is possible
nest 15m to east of this.

25

N:19.75041 W:79.75788

North East Bay, Heritage Centre

AON. Immediately west of Heritage Centre plot, the actual nest hole was not seen,
obscured by tall trees, bird went in and didn't reappear.
No Picture.
26

N:19.74895 W:79.75980

North East Bay, "Green Lane"

AON. Concealed hole at top of "white streak", 80' on sheer cliff

27

N:19.74895 W:79.75980

North East Bay, "Green Lane"

AON. Nest in concealed crack, 80' on sheer cliff, partially vegetated. Actual hole not
seen, bird briefly perched on branches below.

28

N:19.74577 W:19.76184

Creek "Cove", behind house no.480

AON. Bird entered small hole beneath overhang on sheer cliff, 90'. There is a distinct
cove in the cliff line, distance to sea approximately 450m.

29

N:19.74588 W:79.76183

Creek "Cove", behind house no.480

Possible. c10 birds visiting this cliff, potentially another 4-5 nests in this area

28

30

N:19.73900 W:79.77187

c500m west of Ann Tatum Rd

Possible. 5 birds present, unable to locate nests but west of school, nr house #120.
Photos of suitable looking cliffs, though relatively low, dense bush growth and a long
distance from sea.

South Coast, sites arranged from East to West
31

N: 73966 W:79.73107
Probable. Two pairs involved at 31 and 32, they appeared to be prospecting for
rather than occupying nests. Site is at top of scree slope/bottom of sheer cliff at
furthest east point accessible on foot.

32

31

32

N: 73966 W:79.73107

Probable

32

31

33

N:19.73592 W:79.73537

Great Cave

AON. Bird seen to leave nest hole in crack at end of white streak.

34

N:19.73624 W:79.73644

Great Cave

AON. bird seen to leave nest near top of cliff, 110', 3 birds present

35

N:19.73125 W:79.74235

"Martin Bank"

AON. Eight birds offshore, numerous passes made at cliff,

36

N:19.73125 W:79.74235
Probable. On 21st and 28th.

"Martin Bank"

37

N:19.72993 W:79.74332

"Martin Bank"

AON. Lots of noise from bird while in hole for 5 min, 40' up bare rock.

35

36

37

38

N:19.73019 W:79.74342
Probable. bird landed on top edge of rock/bottom edge of vegetated slope

39

N:19.72988 W:79.74409
Probable. Tight hole site but a bird (possibly the same one) also landed at open hole
10m to east. Appeared to be prospecting for nest site.

39 cont.

40

N:19.72938 W:79.74432

Nr swimming pool hulks

AON. Bird can be seen sitting on nest.

41

N:19.72809 W:79.74580
AON.

Nr swimming pool hulks

42

N:19.72809 W:79.74580
Possible. Bird showed interest in this hole which may be a doves nest.

43

N:19.72718 W:79.74744
AON. Tail feather sticking out of hole. 5 tropic birds frequenting these cliffs.

44

N:19.72718 W:79.74744
Probable. Actual nest hole not identified.

45

N:19.72407 W:79.75114

adjacent to "southern reach"

Possible. 5 birds offshore, two came over road

46

N:19.72171 W:79.75626
Possible. Bird making repeated passes at open hole, sheer cliff, 1st Apr.

47

N:19.72173 W:79.75705
Possible. Bird making repeated passes at hole

48

N:19.72141 W:79.75797
Possible. 2 birds showing interest in cliff

49

N:19.72083 W:79.75998

"Gargoyle Cliff"

A-E Probable, because birds landed. Up to 8 birds appeared to be investigating
suitable looking holes. In the case of E, the likely nest hole is behind the outcrop.
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50

N:19.72061 W:79.76142

"Gargoyle Cliff"

AON. Concealed crack on vegetated but sheer cliff, 70'.

51

N:19.72004 W:79.76266
Possible. Birds showing interest in site 50m east of site 50.

52

N:19.71974 W:79.76611
Probable, bird into crack in overhang 40' above road

53

N:19.71848 W:79.77013
AON. Bird entered, exact hole not seen

54

N:19.71657 W:79.78038

House no. 595 (nr wind turbine)

Possible, 2 birds over road at this point on 26th Mar

55

N:19.71560 W:79.78460

"Bricker Brac" #1450

Possible, 2 birds showing an interest in this cliff

56

N:19.71485 W:79.78603
AON . Bird landed at top of cliff and it or another left a few minutes later
through a crack in which it got briefly wedged. 6 birds present.

57

N:19.70967 W:79.80475
Possible. Four birds over road, photos illustrate wire hazard on south coast.

58

N:19.70580 W:79.81508
AON. 3 birds present, concealed crack, 20', opp "Coconut Beach" and Iguana sign

59

N:19.70493 W:79.81639
Possible. Rhiannon Meier's 2016 record, very suitable looking location but no
activity recorded in 2017.

60

N:19.70228 W:79.82153

c200m west of Foots' tower

Possible. Pair low over well vegetated cliffs, also seen earlier here by Kathleen
Bodden-Harris.
61

N:19.69754 W:79.83398
Possible. Pair visiting cliff, 20' well vegetated, 4-6 birds offshore.

62

N:19.69699 W:79.83626
AON. Bird enters large hole under overhang in low cliff

63

N:19.69649 W:79.83759

just east of Bat Cave

Possible. Birds visiting cliffs immediately east of cave entrance

64

N:19.69629 W:79:83968

4 telegraph poles west of Bat Cave

Possible. Kathleen Bodden-Harris saw birds apparently leave rock on 1/Apr and
4/Apr. No picture.

65

N:19.69449 W:79.84482

East of rubbish tip

AON. Bird enters concealed crack beneath overhang, not seen to leave, 30', clear
rock in otherwise heavily vegetated cliff.

66

N:19.69523 W:79.84669
3 birds present, visiting well vegetated cliff, 200m west of GPS co-ordinates

66
65

Grand Cayman
67

N:19.26253 W:81.28748

Pedro pt

Bird seen to leave cliff, nest hole not identified

68

N:19.26243 W:81.28590

Pedro pt

Bird seen to leave cliff, nest hole not identified

70

N:19.26863 W:81.30458

Savannah Grand

AON. Bird seen to enter nesting hole, which was within splash zone. Hole was seen
to be largely filled by passing wave and then drain down. Iguana on rocks above hole.

